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From butterflies to elephants, the rapidly developing science of movement ecology is
providing increasingly detailed spatio-temporal data on a wide array of mobile animals.
Thus, this discipline also holds great promise for improving the conservation of wildlife. To
measure progress toward this promise, we investigated the degree to which movement
ecology research is connected to conservation goals as well as the proportion of studies
that were incorporated into federal and international status assessments for mobile
species at risk. We examined 13,349 “movement ecology” papers published between
1990 and 2014 and found that explicit connections to conservation and management
were made in 35% (n = 4, 672) of these papers, with the number of connections
increasing over time. We then measured the uptake of movement ecology research
into species status assessment and recovery plans (n = 72 documents) produced by
three different governance agencies for 12 endangered mobile species. We found that on
average 60% of available movement ecology research was used in the status assessment
process, demonstrating that when movement ecology research is available, it is generally
being utilized in conservation planning. However, for 25% of these species, there was
little movement research available to be used, highlighting that knowledge gaps remain
for some at-risk species despite the general growth of movement ecology research. We
outline opportunities for movement ecology to promote more effective conservation of
taxa that move.
Keywords: bio-logging, dispersal, migration, tracking, telemetry

INTRODUCTION
Humans have tracked the movements of animals for millennia—first for our survival, and
more recently to better understand, manage, and protect wildlife and fisheries populations. The
miniaturization and proliferation of new tracking technology has enabled the rapid growth of
research aimed at studying movement across a variety of scales. In this “golden age of bio-logging”
(sensu Wilmers et al., 2015) and biotelemetry (Hussey et al., 2015; Cooke et al., 2017; Taylor et al.,
2017), accurate and precise estimates of movement are possible even for small and cryptic species
such as insects (O’Neal et al., 2004), bats (Castle et al., 2015), and long-distance migrants such as
songbirds, salmon, and sea turtles (Godley et al., 2007; McKinnon et al., 2013; Clark et al., 2016),
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HOW EXPLICITLY IS MOVEMENT
ECOLOGY RESEARCH LINKED TO
CONSERVATION APPLICATIONS?

giving rise to the rapidly developing field of movement ecology
(Nathan, 2008). At the same time, the global impact of human
activities that alter natural habitats is reducing the ability of
animals to move (Tucker et al., 2018) and may also be inducing
range shifts, thus underlining the critical importance of acquiring
baseline data on home ranges and movement patterns.
Improvements in the accuracy and precision of animal
tracking have increased knowledge of habitat associations, the
extent and use of geographical ranges, migratory pathways, and
phenology, as well as interactions between animals and their
environment. For example, mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) are
one of the most commonly tagged animals in wildlife studies,
yet only recently have researchers determined the details of
what turns out to be the longest land-based migration in the
conterminous United States (Sawyer et al., 2016). Similarly,
(Hu et al., 2016) describe novel techniques to measure the
cryptic flows of trillions of migrating insects at high attitude. In
addition to helping to better understand how animals navigate
and time their movements through space, movement ecology
has the potential to inform management and policy decisions
with conservation outcomes. By providing increasingly detailed
information on the spatio-temporal movements of mobile species
(from insects to whales), at the individual and/or population
level, movement ecology research can provide data that could
be used to inform conservation status assessments, for dynamic
management (Allen and Singh, 2016), or to increase protected
areas to better encapsulate the range and extent of animal
movement (Coristine et al., 2018).
Realizing the promise of movement ecology requires effective
integration of movement data at relevant scales to inform
conservation policy (Hays et al., 2016). The field of movement
ecology seeks to identify the scale at which movement occurs
(Allen and Singh, 2016). Scale is often associated with a
geography over which an organism may range but the geographic
range is only interpretable over some timescale relevant to
life history. For example, daily foraging movements can occur
within a small breeding territory of less than a hectare relative
to seasonal migrations that occur across continents (Runge
et al., 2014). Conservation biologists link the scale and structure
of movement to demography that ultimately contributes to
population dynamics (Sample et al., 2018). Practitioners can
then frame policy to prioritize actions (e.g., dynamic site
closures across space and time; e.g., Hoop et al., 2015) to reach
management and conservation objectives, identify intra-, and
trans-boundary conservation partners (López-Hoffman et al.,
2009).
Here, we evaluate the conservation promise of movement
ecology by addressing three objectives. First, we quantify the
degree to which researchers explicitly link their movement
ecology research to conservation and management through
the use of key words. Second, we quantify the incorporation of
the movement ecology literature into species assessments
for national and international organizations. Third, we
consider future directions for the integration of movement
ecology and conservation policy that could promote
the effective management and recovery of threatened
species.
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There is a prevalent assertion that movement ecology research
can inform conservation (Barton et al., 2015; Wilmers et al.,
2015; Allen and Singh, 2016; Davy et al., 2017). To assess the
validity of this claim, we conducted a literature search and
found that the term “movement ecology” is mentioned in 13,349
publications between 1990 and 2014 (Web of Science search,
Figure 1; see Supplemental Methods 1). Of these, 4,687 papers
(35%) also referenced at least one of four key words related
to conservation: “conservation,” “management,” “recovery,” or
“protection.” Use of these key words increased over time, from
inclusion in 4% of papers published in 1990, to inclusion in 44%
of papers published in 2014 (Figure 1). However, none of these
words appear in a key paper framing the discipline of movement
ecology and developing a framework for future research (Nathan,
2008). Clearly, movement ecologists are increasingly seeing the
conservation value of their work, so the question then remains:
to what extent is this research actually being used by conservation
practitioners?

IS MOVEMENT ECOLOGY RESEARCH
INFORMING SCIENCE-BASED POLICY
PROCESSES?
We used a case study approach to investigate how movement
ecology is fulfilling its potential to inform policy and
conservation decision-making, and to highlight the effects
of available research on uptake into conservation-related policy
processes. One of the primary mechanisms by which movement
ecology can become integrated into the policy process is through
species assessment and recovery plans. Such plans typically
summarize the available scientific information in peer-reviewed
literature and then make recommendations based on that
knowledge. In the case of transboundary species, multiple
jurisdictions, and agencies may assess the same species. This
multi-agency approach provides a level of replication to assess
the uptake of movement ecology research and an opportunity
to understand how different policy frameworks influence
uptake.
Our case study focuses on transboundary species occurring
across the Canada-USA border. Between 1985 and 2014,
Canadian and US agencies and the International Union
for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) each published status
assessments for 12 of the same transboundary species, all of
which are highly mobile (n = 38 documents, Table 1). Canada
and the USA further developed recovery strategies for these
12 species, which in some cases included multiple plans for
the same species by the same agency (n = 34 documents).
The species list included a range of taxa (fish, birds, mammals,
and reptiles) and ecosystems (aerial, terrestrial, and marine).
Each of these 12 species faces threats such as habitat loss and
fragmentation that can only be effectively mediated if movement
data are available (Table 1). We expected that peer-reviewed
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FIGURE 1 | Annual number of peer-reviewed publications addressing movement ecology has increased steadily since 1990 (shown in black; y-axis on left), along with
the percentage of those publications that also address species conservation, management, protection, and/or recovery (shown in blue; y-axis on right).

significant difference between the proportion of studies included
in the recovery plans and status assessments in Canada and
the USA (Two-Way ANOVA, p > 0.05, Figure 3). A higher
proportion of movement ecology studies were cited in status
assessments from the USA and Canada (pooled mean 0.39 ± SD
0.27) than from the IUCN Red List assessments (0.11 ± 0.11;
One-Way ANOVA, n = 12, F = 6.19, p = 0.006, R2 = 0.29,
Figure 3). We suggest two potential explanations. First, the
IUCN assessments consult fewer studies overall than the federal
legislative bodies (e.g., for assessments of the North Atlantic right
whales (Eubalaena glacialis), IUCN used 33 references whereas
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
[COSEWIC] status assessment used 158 references). Second,
unlike assessment in Canada and the USA, IUCN assessments
rely more heavily on changes in population size (under Criterion
A: reduction in population size), rather than spatial factors such
as range reduction (under Criterion B: geographic range), to
which movement ecology is more directly associated.
We next reviewed the COSEWIC status assessments to
determine whether the movement-related questions that the
policy process explicitly asked were answered (Table 1). Status
assessments included seven key questions related to movement:

studies that provided data or knowledge of value to conservation
would be included in the assessment process and therefore in
the resulting documents. We used the occurrence of movement
ecology literature in the bibliographies of species assessment and
recovery plans to calculate the uptake of the literature into the
policy process.
We quantified the availability of movement ecology literature
for our 12 target species by finding the total number of papers
listed on Web of Science up to the end of the year 2014 that
included the species name and at least one of a suite of keywords
related to movement ecology (see Supplemental Methods 2).
We then assessed the proportion of available movement ecology
literature used in the bibliographies of each recovery strategy
or status assessment. We only included published studies up to
the publication date of the latest status assessment or recovery
strategy of each agency to calculate availability (Table 1). In the
cases where multiple status assessments were published for a
species by the same agency/jurisdiction (e.g., the USA published
two updates to the original 1987 recovery plans for grizzly bears,
Ursus arctos), we used all available assessments in the analysis.
This analysis provided two measures for each species: (1) a
minimum estimate of the number of movement ecology studies
available (i.e., published by the year the assessments and recovery
strategies were released), and (2) the proportion of movement
ecology papers that were cited in status assessment and recovery
strategies.
We found that on average 60% of movement ecology papers
per species were used in at least one of the national status
assessments, recovery strategies, or IUCN Red List assessments
for each of the 12 species we examined (Figure 2). There was no
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Is the extent of occupancy (EOO; species range) known?
Is the area of occurrence (AOO; individual range) known?
Is the population severely fragmented?
Are the EOO or AOO in decline?
Are there extreme fluctuations in EOO or AOO?
Is habitat area, extent or quality in decline?
Is rescue through immigration possible and likely?
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TABLE 1 | Seven movement-related questions asked by federal (Canadian) conservation status assessment processes and level of knowledge (known (yes/no) or
unknown) about each question for 12 federally listed species.
EOO
known

AOO
known

Population
severely
fragmented

Decline in
EOO/AOO

Decline in habitat
area/extent/
quality

Extreme
fluctuations in
EOO/AOO

Immigration
possible and
likely

Threats

Whooping Crane

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Habitat loss, human
disturbance

White Sturgeon

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Unknown

Habitat loss, prey decline,
by-catch, pollution

Short-Tailed
Albatross

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

N/A

Habitat loss, fishery
by-catch, pollutants

Sea Otter

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Contamination, fishing gear
entanglement, illegal hunting

Roseate Tern

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Unknown*

Habitat loss, industrial
activity

Piping Plover

Yes

Unknown

No

Yes

Yes

No

Unknown*

Predation, human
disturbance, habitat loss

North Atlantic Right
Whale

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Fishing gear and ship strike

Marbled Murrelet

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Unknown*

Habitat loss; contaminants;
ship traffic

Grizzly Bear

Yes

Yes

No

Unknown

Yes

No

Unknown

Hunting; habitat loss and
degradation; fragmentation

Resident Killer
Whales

Yes

Yes

No

Unknown

No

no

No

Prey reduction; habitat
disturbance

Kirtland’s Warbler

Unknown

Unknown

No

Unknown

No

No

Yes

Habitat loss and
degradation

Leatherback Turtle

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Habitat loss; pollution

* Uncertainty

due to the status of outside populations and the potential for immigration. The seven questions are: Is the extent of occupancy (EOO; species range) known? Is the area
of occurrence (AOO; individual range) known? Is the population severely fragmented? Are the EOO or AOO in decline? Are there extreme fluctuations in EOO or AOO? Is habitat area,
extent or quality in decline? Is rescue through immigration possible and likely?

Table 1) but recent direct tracking data may contribute to filling
these knowledge gaps for this species in future (Cooper et al.,
2017).
New knowledge may be particularly useful in defining the
temporal trends in EOO and AOO. For example, the range of
grizzly bears is thought to be shrinking in the U.S. and expanding
in northern Canada, potentially due to climate change, but this
range shift has not been accurately measured (Committee on
the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada, 2012). A critical
limitation of movement ecology data is the potential illusion
of representativeness they create because few animals in the
population are tagged (Hebblewhite and Haydon, 2010). For
example, most studies of migratory birds have sample sizes of
<20 individuals (McKinnon et al., 2013), thus identifying only
a small proportion of critical habitats used by target species.
As more individuals are monitored at multiple locations across
their distribution, we can improve understanding of population
dynamics and habitat use across large geographic scales (Fraser
et al., 2012; Stanley et al., 2015).
Our analysis quantifies the fulfillment of the conservation
promise and potential of movement ecology research through
informing policy processes, such as the status assessment and
recovery planning for species at risk. Research focused on
regional (i.e., state, province) level wildlife management plans
in North America suggested that the putative hallmarks of

The technical summaries of the COSEWIC status assessments
explicitly address each question in the same format, clearly
stating whether each criterion can be addressed, or represents
a knowledge gap. Answers to these questions are critical to
management because they were required to determine whether
a species meets the criteria for listing as a species at risk.
We found evidence that the field of movement ecology is,
with only a few exceptions, filling key knowledge demands in
species status assessments, and recovery plans (Table 1). For
every species, the EOO, the level of fragmentation (severe or
not), level of fluctuation in EOO and AOO, and the trend
in habitat area, extent or quality (declining or not), were
known. Less certain were the trends in EOO and AOO and
whether or not a rescue effect was possible. The questions were
often answered based on one or a few papers [e.g., Roseate
Tern (Sterna dougallii), Whooping Crane (Grus americana),
White Sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus), and Killer Whales
(Orcinus orca) all had 11 or fewer studies] (Figure 2). The
absence of an asymptote in Figure 2 suggests that saturation
of movement ecology science in conservation has not yet been
reached for any of the 12 species. For some species, critical
knowledge gaps remained at the time of status assessment that
could be addressed with new movement ecology data. For
example, the Kirtland’s Warbler assessment noted unknown
EOO and AOO (as well as declines in these parameters; see
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FIGURE 2 | Conservation status assessments and recovery planning for threatened species are informed by only a proportion of the available research on movement
ecology. Availability (y-axis) and use (x-axis) of research on movement ecology are strongly correlated (best-fit line, slope = 0.6, r 2 = 0.91, p < 0.001) but recovery
planning for 11/12 species did not use all available data. Gray dashed line shows a 1:1 correlation for comparison. Figure includes all species occurring in the
United States and Canada that have trans-jurisdictional ranges, for which conservation status assessments and recovery plans have been completed, and that have
each been assessed under three conservation governance bodies (United States Federal, Canada Federal, IUCN; N = 12).

FIGURE 3 | Conservation assessments (open boxes) and recovery plans (shaded boxes) for threatened, transboundary species. Y-axis indicates the proportion of
peer-reviewed studies used in conservation assessments to relevant, peer-reviewed studies available, for a subset of 12 species (Figure 2) that have been assessed
globally, by the IUCN, federally within the U.S.A., and federally within Canada. Boxes show the first (lower) and third (upper) quartiles; whiskers show adjacent values.
Central lines indicate the median value; X indicates the mean.
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Creating new frameworks for the application of movement
ecology is another novel frontier in conservation. Humanwildlife conflicts are on the rise in the airspace, threatening
a diverse array of aerial taxa (Lambertucci et al., 2015).
For example, many threatened migratory songbird species are
at risk of collision with buildings, hydro lines, and wind
turbines as they journey across North America on their
seasonal migrations each spring and fall. In recognition of
this developing conservation need, (Davy et al., 2017) created
a new framework for understanding how organisms move
through and use aerial habitats. Applying classic terrestrialbased paradigms of “corridors” to these aerial habitats gives
rise to a novel application of movement ecology: quantifying
aerial corridors and defragmenting aerial habitats. The utility of
this framework for achieving conservation outcomes depends,
in part, on knowledge emerging from the movements of
organisms through the airscape. For example, recent advances in
combined GPS/altimeter data-logging have allowed 3-D tracking
of bats moving through complex aerial habitats (Roeleke et al.,
2016, 2018) and tracking small (<100 g) vertebrates in realtime from a space-mounted receiver will soon be possible
through the implementation of the system (ICARUS, 2018). By
providing data on the spatiotemporal movements of animals
in the airspace, these new systems will generate innumerable
opportunities for conservation and dynamic management that
targets mass migrations and other diurnal and seasonal periods
when numerous taxa are aloft.
Finally, movement ecology underlies existing policies and
efforts to enhance population viability for a host of mobile
organisms. Large-scale, collaborative conservation initiatives—
such as the Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation Initiative [Y2Y],
Algonquin to Adirondack, Baja to Bering [B2B], Migratory
Birds Convention—have animal movement at the heart of their
planning strategy. For example, the design of Y2Y is largely based
on the movement of grizzly bears through the Rocky Mountains
of North America, and B2B is based on the long-distance
movements of several species, including gray whale (Eschrichtius
robustus) migration along the Pacific Coast of the Americas.
An outward-looking approach to movement ecology would link
research to these initiatives to identify barriers to movement and
opportunities for conservation. Likewise, as signatories to the
Convention on Biological Diversity (Convention on Biological
Diversity, 2017) strive to implement Aichi Target 11 (17% of
terrestrial and inland water areas and 10% of coastal and marine
areas be protected by 2020), greater attention is being paid
to enhance connectivity through the protected areas network.
Access to knowledge of how organisms move through disturbed
landscapes to maintain ecological flows among protected areas
will help ensure that global commitments to the CBD are
biologically meaningful in an era of climate change (Coristine
et al., 2018).

contemporary science are not being used by management,
when this was examined in species that are harvested (Artelle
et al., 2018). In contrast, our objective analysis of scientific
uptake suggests that the relatively novel science of movement
ecology is already and importantly informing the assessment
process in wildlife management and conservation nationally and
internationally.

HOW CAN MOVEMENT ECOLOGISTS
IMPROVE THE INTEGRATION OF THEIR
RESEARCH INTO APPLIED WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION?
Two important factors can limit a deeper integration of
movement ecology into conservation policy: (1) the findings
present in the study are unavailable to the assessment group;
and (2) the data are deemed inapplicable or irrelevant to the
assessment process. Researchers can increase the uptake of
their work by conservation practitioners and policy makers
by directly addressing both factors. Accessibility of movement
ecology research can be improved by publishing in openaccess journals, by improving the science communication
and social media surrounding such studies (Peoples
et al., 2016), and by creating lay summaries of their work
(Brisbois et al., 2018).
Language was not a factor in our case study, but making
research results available in the language of relevance to location
or species of interest may also increase data application.
Promoting movement ecology research through social media
(Peoples et al., 2016) to maximize exposure to conservation work
may also improve uptake, although publications still need to be
accessible for this strategy to be effective. Developing a variety
of data products that facilitate the communication of results
to broader audiences, such as interactive data products, and
visualizations (Wszola et al., 2017), may increase the use and
uptake of movement ecology data into conservation applications.
Highly collaborative approaches formed at the beginning of
movement ecology research projects that involve managers and
multi-stakeholders may be highly effective and limit the need
for uni-directional knowledge transfer systems, from science to
management (Roux et al., 2006). The implementation of a variety
of strategies aimed at increasing the speed and amount of uptake
of movement ecology research into conservation applications
through increasing dialogue and collaboration are bound to be
most effective.
Ensuring that movement ecology research contributes directly
to solving conservation challenges requires dialogue between
researchers, wildlife managers, and policy makers. Improved
dialogue can not only increase uptake of research by policy
makers, but can also increase uptake of policy makers’ science
needs by researchers, who can better tailor new movement
ecology research to address questions of the greatest value
for conservation and management. For example, data collected
at a scale that will most benefit management actions will
better facilitate the application of movement ecology data to
conservation and management (Allen and Singh, 2016).
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The lack of basic data on species distributions, habitat
requirements, and migratory behavior or movements can be
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obstacles to status assessment and recovery planning for
threatened species (Parsons, 2016). We have identified important
linkages between the production of movement ecology science
and the intent to inform the effective conservation and
management of highly mobile animals. We found that much
of the available movement ecology research for a given species
at risk was used in the status assessments we examined,
suggesting movement ecology is providing valuable data for
improving the conservation of wildlife. However, we show
a lack of available movement ecology data for some at-risk
species, suggesting that despite a massive increase in movement
ecology research, many gaps may remain even for our most
at risk species. In a golden age of bio-logging, genetic tagging,
and biotelemetry a growing variety of animals can now be
tracked with ever-greater precision across vast spatial scales.
At the same time, the current era has been characterized by
immense anthropogenic change to the globe, with concomitant
decline in species abundance (Dirzo et al., 2014) and the
movement of individual animals (Tucker et al., 2018). There is
an unprecedented opportunity for movement ecology to fulfill its

conservation potential in an era of rapid, human-induced global
change.
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